BREACH & ATTACK

SIMULATION
Do you know if your existing security controls are configured
correctly and optimised to protect your operations?
What is breach and attack
simulation and why has
Gartner identified it as a
key trend for cybersecurity
professionals?
Over the last decade,
cybersecurity spending
has increased to over $100
billion per annum globally.
Yet adversaries continue to
break past organizational
cyber defenses. Breach and
attack simulation capabilities
emulate adversary behaviors
to test and validate that
your cyber defenses work as
intended.
· Measures and Manages

Cyber Security
effectiveness
· Automated breach and

attack testing allows
you to measure and
manage cybersecurity
effectiveness and improve
your security operations.
BAS platforms are best
used by validating that
your security controls
work as intended and at
scale.

effectiveness by focusing
the security team not
just on ticking the box
of regulations, but on
validating that security
controls perform as
they should against
known threats.

· Unites threat and risk

management
· As a top trend in

security and risk
management, BAS
capabilities help
security leaders
validate their
compliance and
risk management
framework
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BREACH & ATTACK

SIMULATION
HOW DOES BAS WORK?
Advent One’s BAS assesses
whether our customers’
expensive security controls
are providing protection
from the 61 notable tactics,
techniques, and procedures
(TTPs) exploited by
cybercriminals. It is nonintrusive, leverages real time
simulations, and is conducted
within a single business day.
It gives you the opportunity
to:
· Validate effectiveness of

your security controls.

· Identify gaps in procedures.
· Train personnel and harness

automation to increase
efficiencies

· Enhance capabilities to

identify and respond to
multiple threats.

· Accelerate your ISO,

PCI, NIST and CPS234
Compliance

BAS HAS BEEN
RECOGNISED BY
GARTNER AS A TOP
SECURITY TREND IN
2021.

The industry analyst
firm Gartner recently
included BAS in its
“Top Security and Risk
Management Trends of
2021,” and as Gartner
notes, “Breach and attack
simulation (BAS) tools
are emerging to provide
continuous defensive
posture assessments,
challenging the limited
visibility provided by
annual point assessments
like penetration testing.
When CISOs include BAS
as a part of their regular
security assessments,
they can help their teams
identify gaps in their
security posture more
effectively and prioritize
security initiatives more
efficiently.”

ARE YOUR CURRENT
SECURITY MEASURES
JUST ‘TICKING BOXES’?
FIND OUT TODAY. TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF OUR
FREE BAS OFFER
Advent One use BAS to test
our own security controls, as
well as our customers, in a
continuous manner. With cyber
threats becoming increasingly
more advanced, it is crucial
to consistently test security
measures to ensure they are
optimised and effective against
the current threats.
Test your in-line security
controls today. We are
dedicated to securing
Australian Businesses, so we
are offering a free BAS to give
you the opportunity to validate
your security posture.
If you would like to learn more
about BAS and how it works,
or to register your interest,
complete the form here:
https://hi.adventone.com/
breach-attack-simulation/
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